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As a direct consequence of the Kan Extension Theorem, the derivative functor, 
D, on (combinatorial) species, has both a left adjoint, M x, and a right adjoint,/7. 
The functor M x can be described as "tensoring by X," whereas the functor H is 
new. We show that there is an injective homomorphism, Card, from the rig 
(informally, a "ring without negatives") of isomorphism classes of finitary species 
Speciesj~ into the rig of functions N M°t under pointwise addition and multiplica- 
tion, which "preserves" D and its adjoints. This, in effect, allows one to translate 
some of the calculations involving these functors to solving linear equations over 
the natural numbers. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Combinatorial' Species were introduced by Joyal in [1]. There, he 
developed a calculus of species in which he showed how several concepts 
used in combinatorics are interrelated. We recall some of the terminology. 
Let Set be the category of sets. Let B denote the category of finite sets 
and bijections between finite sets. Species denotes the category Set R, of all 
functors B--, Set and natural  transformations between them. If E is an 
object of B and A is a species, A(E) is a set whose elements are called 
A-structures (on E). A map of species, f, between species A and B is 
a natural  transformation between A and B. Explicitly, f is the family of 
functions (fE)E~B, for which the following diagram commutes for every 
b i jec t ionE  g ,E ' inB :  
A(E) f~ , B(E) 
A(g) I [ B(g) 
A(E') IE' , B(E') 
A species A is finitary if for each E in B, the cardinality of A(E) is finite. 
A finitary species A is finite if there is an n for which A(E) is empty for all 
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E in B with cardinality at least n. We denote the category of all finitary 
species by Species¢. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let n denote the set {0 ..... n -  1 }. The species X ~ is the 
representable functor B(n, ). We denote the species X ° by 1. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. The "underlying set" species, U, is the species defined by 
(E~-~E) for each E in B. That is, U is the inclusion B~Set .  
EXAMPLE 1.3. The species 0 assigns the empty set to every object of B. 
This is the trivial species, or initial species: there is a unique map of species, 
0 ~ A, to each species A. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let n! denote the group of all permutations of n under 
composition. Let H be a subgroup of hi. Then the species Xn/H is defined 
by 
(Xn/H)(E) = B(n, E )~,  
where for any bijection f: n ~E,  f~foh  for all hel l .  
EXAMPLE 1.5. The species t is the functor which assigns to each set, E, 
the single point set, {E}. t is the terminal object in the category of species. 
t=~2n~>o (X~/n!) and for this reason, is sometimes denoted by exp(X). 
EXAMPLE 1.6. If A and B are species, the species A s is defined on 
objects by 
A~(E) = Set(B(E), A(E)), E in B. 
Species has all limits and colimits, and so, all finite products and 
coproducts (sums). Many unary and binary operations on species have 
been studied [1, 4, 2, 3, 9]. Unary operations are endofunctors of species, 
while binary operations are functors Species × Species ~ Species. We recall 
the definitions of three binary operations, sum (coproduct), +, (cartesian) 
product, ×, and tensor product, ®, which we need. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A and B be species, and let E be an object.in B: 
(1) (A+B)(E)=A(E)+B(E),  
(2) (A × B)(E) = A(E) × B(E), 
(3) (A®B)(E)=Zf :e~2A( f - I (O) )xB( f  l(1) ), which we prefer to 
denote as Y~EI+E2 e A(E1)x B(E2). 
We end this section by recalling the definition of the derivative operation 
on species. 
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DEFINITION 1.2 (Joyal). The derivative functor D: Species ~ Species is 
defined by: For a species A and an object E of B, (DA)(E) =A(E+ 1). 
Remark 1.1. D does indeed behave like the usual derivative of calculus. 
For example, D satisfies Leibniz' rule with respect o the tensor product: 
for speices A and B, D(A ® B) ~ (DA) ® B + A ® (DB); the derivative of 
X n is isomorphic to n J( n-~ (the n-fold coproduct); and the derivative of 
exp(X) is exp(X), and this together with the fact that exp(X)(0) = 1 charac- 
terizes exp(X). The derivative distributes over sums and cartesian products 
since it is a left as well as a right adjoint. 
2. THE ADJOINTS 
DEFINITION 2.1. An adjunction from a category X to a category A is a 
triple (F, G, q ) ) :X~A,  where F is a functor from J( to A and G is a 
functor from A to Jr, and ~0 is a function that assigns to each pair of objects 
xeX,  aEA, a bijection ~Ox, a:A(Fx, a )~X(x ,  Ga) which is natural in x 
and a. Here, F is called the left adjoint of G, and similarly, G is called the 
right adjoint of F. F--~ G denotes "F is left adjoint to G," or, often, the 
adjunction itself. 
The fact that a functor has an adjoint guarantees that that functor has 
certain useful properties. For example, left adjoints preserve all colimits 
that exist, and right adjoints preserve all limits. We are concerned with 
finite (cartesian) products, which are finite limits, and finite sums, which 
are colimits. 
The successor functor, 5 °, discussed in [7], is the endofunctor of B 
defined on objects, E, by, 50(E)= E+ {E}. The functor D is "compose on 
the right with 50." The next theorem [-5] says that functors like D always 
have both left and right adjoints. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Kan Extension Theorem). Let K: M~ C be a functor 
between small categories. I f  A is a category with all limits and colimits then 
AK: A C~ A M defined by S ~ S o K has both a right and a left adjoint. 
We denote the left adjoint to D by Mx, and the right adjoint by H. The 
object functions of Mx and H are described as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For E~B,  A~Set  8, 
Mx(A) (E)= ~ A(E~{e}) _'--- (X®A)(E)  
e~E 
H(A)(E)= l-I A(E~{e}), 
e~E 
where the product on the right-hand side is the cartesian product of sets. 
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The functors D and ® are well known (Yeh [ 1, 9, 2, 3 ]), so the descrip- 
tion of the functor Mx is not new. The functor H has not appeared in the 
literature so far. We give, below, examples of the values of these functors 
for some interesting species. 
EXAMPL~ 2.1. The species 1 =X ° can be defined by I (E )=I  if E is 
empty and I (E )= ~ otherwise. For a natural number n, the constant 
species, n, is naturally isomorphic to the n-fold coproduct of the species 1 
with itself. Mx(n ) ~= nX, D(n) is the species 0, while H(n) ~ 1 + nX. In 
fact, for any species, A, H(A) ~= 1 +B for some species B with B(0)= ~,  
since the empty product in any category is the terminal object in that 
category. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Recall that t is the species that maps a set E in B to the 
set {E}. Mxt  is naturally isomorphic to the species "underlying set," 
U: Ew4 E for any E in B. D(t) ___-" H(t) ~ t itself since both D and H are 
right adjoints and must preserve the terminal object (a limit). 
EXKMPLE 2.3. Let E be a nonempty set in B. For the underlying 
set functor U, MxU(E) is isomorphic to the species of 2-permutations, 
whose structures are ordered pairs, (e, e'), of elements of E with e ¢ e'. 
DU(E) = U(E+ 1)= E+ {E}. HU(E) is the set of functions E~ E which 
have no fixed points: a structure in HU(E) is a set {Pe}e~e of points of E 
so that Pe ~ e. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let Power-Set be the species which assigns to each finite 
set, the set of all subsets of E. Then, Power-Set ~ t ® t =~ exp(2X) (sub- 
stitution of species explained in [ 1, 9 ]). A structure in MxPower-Set(E) is
a pair consisting of a point e, of E, and a subset of Ek{e}. DPower-Set(E) 
is the set of subsets of E+ 1. This set can be naturally written as the dis- 
joint union of two sets: the set of those subsets that do contain the "added" 
point and the set of those that do not. Each is isomorphic to the set of 
subsets of E, so DPower-Set ~ 2Power-Set. Now, let Digraphs be the 
species whose value at E is the set of directed graphs (with no loops or 
multiple edges) on the set of vertices, E. Then, Digraphs ~= HPower-Set: 
A structure, s, of HPower-Set(E) is a set {Ee}ee E so that E e is a subset of 
Ek{e}. The corresponding directed graph G(s) has E as its set of nodes, 
and there is an edge in G(s) from a node e to a node x iff x is an element 
of Ee,  E e E s. 
Before we describe the adjunctions Mx~ D and D ~ H, we quote a 
theorem from [5] which we use in our description. 
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THEOREM 2.2 (Kan). (1) Every adjunction (F, G, go) "X -~A deter- 
mines a pair of natural tramformations, ~" Ix -~ GF, called the unit of the 
adjunction, and ~: FG ~ IA, called the counit of the adjunction, by: For 
objects x ~ X and a ~ A, ~ x = go ( 1 Fx) and e a = go - 1 ( 1 Ga). Then, the composites 
G qG Ge GFG ~ G, F Fq_~ FGF ~ F (2.1) 
are each the identities of G and F, respectively. 
(2) Conversely, a pair offunctors F: X ~ A, G: A ~ X together with a 
pair of natural transformations ~1: Ix -~ GF and ~: FG -~ IA, such that the 
composites 2.1 above are each the identity of G and F, respectively, deter- 
mines an adjunction (F, G, go ): X ---~ A by: For f: Fx ~ a and g: x ~ GA, 
go( f )=Gf  ollx and go-l(g)=eaoFg. 
The above theorem says that we can specify an adjunction from X to A, 
instead, as a quadruple (F, G, ~, e)" X~A.  We specify adjunctions this 
way. In the above adjunction, ~/is called the unit, and e the counit, of the 
adjunction. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let E be a set in B, and let e #f  be elements of E, 
Define the function (e ~--~f): E~{f )~/ :~{e} by 
{f if x=e 
x~--~ if xCe.  
For a species A, and a structure sEA(E~{f}) ,  (e~--~f)s denotes 
A((e ~-~ f))(s)  ~_ A(E~{e}). 
2.1. The Adjunction (Mx,  D, q~, ~) .  For A E Set B and E~B, 
~I~(E)" A (E)~ DMxA(E)= ~ A(E + I\e) 
eEE+I  
s~--*sEA(E+ 1\1) = A(E) 
a~(E):MxDA(E)= Z A(E~e+I )~A(E)  
eEE 
s~ A(E\e + 1)~-~ (1 ~-~ e)s. 
2.2. The Adjunction (D, H, q2, e2). For A~Set  B and E~B, 
rl](E): A(E) ~ HDA(E) = [ I  A(E~{e} + 1) 
eEE 
s~--~((e~--~ 1)s)~E 
eZ(E) :DHA(E)= 1-[ A (E+ I \{e})oA(E)  
e~E+l  
(Se)~E+ I ~ S~. 
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The following proposition offers a simple description of the values of 
Mx, D, and H in some cases. The corollary to this proposition gives a 
simpler description of the units and counits of the two adjunctions above. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let U denote the species underlying set (described in 
Examples2.2 and 2.3) and let I denote Ispecie~, the identity functor on 
Species. Then, 
(1) MxD ~- Ux I  
(2) DMx "~ (U×I )+I~= (U+t)×I~ MxD+I  
(3) HD ~ I U 
(4) DH~= i(u+t) ~ iUx i~ HD×I  
(5) DMx----~DH 
(6) MxD--~ HD. 
Proof We prove only (1). For any species A and any finite set E, the 
composite bijection 
MxD(A)(E)= ~ A(E~{e}+I)~ y' A(E)~E×A(E), 
e~E e~E 
which maps a structure s of A(E~{e} + 1) to (e, (1 ~-~e)s), is natural in E. 
The proofs of (2) through (4) are calculated similarly, while the adjunc- 
tions (5) and (6) follow from the fact that cross product is left adjoint to 
exponentiation i  Set. 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Under the isomorphisms in Proposition 2.3, 
~1 can be identified with the inclusion I---, U× I + I, 
~2 with the diagonal map I ~ I U, 
e 1 with the seeondprojection U× I~ I, and 
e z with the second projection I u x I ~ L 
The following three examples illustrate the use of Proposition 2.3 in 
calculating HA in terms of A, for some interesting species A. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let L be the species of linear orderings, let C be the 
species of cyclic orderings, and let E be a nonempty set in B. Then, we 
could directly calculate that there is a bijection between HL(E) and the set 
of all E-indexed sets of cyclic orderings on E, or we could use the fact that 
DC = L and so, HL ~ HDC ~ C v. So, HL(E) is the set of all functions 
E ~ C(E). 
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EXAMPLE 2.6. The set of subsets of a set E of B is in 1-1 corre- 
spondence with the set of functions E-~_2, which we usually represent 
as _2 E. But this is (2-exp(X)) v (E). Now, (2. exp(X)) v ,c HD(2. exp(X)). 
This gives the identity H(2 - t )=t®t .  In fact, we can show that for any 
natural number k, H(k.  t) = @/k= 1 t. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. The species, F, whose value at a set E is E e, the set of 
all functions E--* E, has a messy decomposition as a sum of molecular 
species. On the other hand, we can describe this species as U u ~= HDU ~= 
H(U+ t). 
The components of the unit and counit, of D --~ H, in each example can 
be described easily using the corollary. The next example provides us with 
some identities, involving all the three binary operations, among seven 
interesting species. We use these identities in Example 2.9 to get alternate 
descriptions of the values of Mx, D, and H for some of these species. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Define the species Odd-Set and Even-Set as follows. 
Odd-Set (resp. Even-Set) is the species which assigns the empty (one point) 
set to each set of even cardinality and the one point (empty) set to each set 
of odd cardinality. Define the species Odd-Subsets (resp. Even-Subsets) as 
the species whose value at a set E is the set of all subsets of odd (even) 
cardinality, of E. Then, we have the following identities: 
Odd-Set + Even-Set ~= t, 
Odd-Subsets + Even-Subsets ~= Power-Set, 
Odd-Set ® t ~= Odd-Subsets, 
Even-Set ® t ~= Even-Subsets, 
Even-Set ® Even-Set ~= Even-Subsets x Even-Set, 
Odd-Set ® Odd-Set ~ Odd-Subsets x Even-Set, 
Even-Set ® Odd-Set ~= Even-Subsets x Odd-Set ,z Odd-Subsets x Odd-Set, 
Odd-Set x Even-Set ~ O, 
Odd-Set x Odd-Set ~ Odd-Set, and 
Even-Set x Even-Set ~ Even-Set. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. A pointed set is pair consisting of a nonempty set and an 
element, called the base point, of that set. Let Odd:Subsetsl (resp. Even- 
Subsetsl) denote the species of all pointed odd (even) subsets of a set. 
Let Digraphs° (resp. Digraphse) denote the species of digraphs in which 
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each node has odd (even) out-degree. Using the above identities and 
Examples 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.6, we get 
Mx(Odd_Set) ,c U x Even-Set and Mx(Even-Set) ~= U x Odd-Set, 
Mx( Odd-Subsets) ~ U® Odd-Set ~ Even-Subsets1, 
M~:(Even-Subsets) ~= U® Even-Set ~= Odd-Subsets1, 
Mx(Power-Set) ~= U®t,  
D(Odd-Set) ~ Even-Set and D(Even-Set) ~= Odd-Set, 
D( Odd-Set ® Odd-Set) ~ D( Even-Set ® Even-Set) 
~= 2. Odd-Set ® Even-Set ~= Power-Set x Even-Set, 
D(Even-Subsets) ~= Power-Set ~ D(Odd-Subsets), and 
D(Power-Set) ~ (2 .t) (u+t) ~ 2 .Power-Set, 
H(Odd-Set) ~= Even-Set and H(Even-Set) ~ Odd-Set, 
H(Odd-Subsets) ~= Digraphso and H(Even-Subsets) ~ Digraphse, 
H(Power-Set) ~= Odd-Subsets U ~= Even-Subsets U ~= Digraphs. 
Note that given the molecular representation of a species A, the 
molecular epresentations of MxA and DA can be calculated fairly easily. 
Calculating the molecular representation of the value of H is easy in 
Examples 2.1 and 2.2, but not as easy in Examples 2.3 and 2.4. It is true 
that the direct calculation of HA for a species A is usually not straight- 
forward, even if the molecular decomposition of A is known. In the next 
section, we embed the set of isomorphism classes Speciesf into the set of 
functions from Mol ~ N in such a way that one can, in principle, perform 
all numerical calculations on isomorphism classes of species involving M x, 
D, and H in this set, instead of in Species. The calculation of the molecular 
decomposition of H(A), for (the isomorphism class of) the species A, then 
translates to a problem of solving certain linear equations over the natural 
numbers. 
3. MOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION 
DEFINITION 3.1. (1) A species is a molecule if it is not the 0 species 
and cannot be decomposed as the sum of two nonzero species. 
(2) A molecule is an atom if it is not 1 and cannot be decomposed 
as the tensor product of two molecules neither of which is the species 1. 
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(3) Let M be a molecule. The unique n for which M(n) ¢ ~ is called 
the degree of M. We say that a species has degree n if it is the nonempty 
sum of molecules all of degree n. A constant species is a species of degree 0. 
(4) The set of isomorphism class of all molecules of degree n is 
denoted Mol,, and the union of these over all n is denoted by Mol. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (1) Every molecule is &omorphic to X ' /H  for some 
H <~ n!. 
(2) Two molecules Xn/H and Xm/K are isomorphic iff n = m and H 
and K are conjugate in n! 
(3) Let H<~n! and K<~m! and let HOK denote the image of HxK 
under the canonical inclusion n! x m!--+ n + m!. Then, the tensor product of 
molecules Xn/H and Xm/K is isomorphic to the molecule X n +m/(HO K). 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Yeh). Let H <~ n! and let O(n, H) be a complete set of 
representatives for the orbits in n under the action of H. For i in n, let H i be 
the stabilizer of i; that is, Hi is the subgroup of n! of those permutations h 
with h(i) = i. The derivative of the molecule Xn/H i s isomorphic to the species 
X ~ 1/I L .  
i~ O(n, H) 
DEFINITION 3.2. A rig is a quintuple (R, +, 0, -, 1 ) where 
(1) (R, +, 0~ is a commutative monoid, 
(2) (R, . ,  1 ~ is a monoid, 
(3) • distributes over +:  for all r, s, t~R,  
(a) r . ( s+t )=r .s+r . tand  (s+t ) . r=s . r+t . r ,  
(b) 0 - r=0=r .0 .  
A rig is commutative if for all r, s in R, r. s = s-r. 
Remark 3.1. The term "rig" was suggested by Professors Schanuel and 
Lawvere, since a rig is "a ring without negatives." This terminology is 
similar to Jacobson's rng, which he defines informally as "a ring without 
the identity." 
The isomorphism classes of finitary species, which we denote by Speciesf 
itself, have a rig structure with respect o each of the two products defined 
above. 
(1) Species~ = (Species f, +, 0, ®, 1 ~ is also a commutative rig and 
it is this that we usually refer to as the rig of Species. Yeh showed that this 
rig extends to a unique factorization domain, called the ring of virtual 
species. 
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(2) Speciesf = (Speciesy, +, 0, x, t )  is a commutative rig whose 
extension to a ring is the Burnside Ring of the symmetric groups. 
Example 2.8 shows that this ring is not a domain. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let [El denote the cardinality of a set, E, and let N M°! 
be the set of all functions from Mol to N. The function Card: Species~ --, 
N M°l is defined as follows. 
For a finitary species A, the value of the function Card(A) at a molecule 
M is Card(A)(M)= [Species f( M, A)[. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. N M°t is a rig under pointwise addition and multiplica- 
tion and Card is an injective homomorphism of rigs. 
Proof N u°z is a rig since N is a rig. 
Card(O) = 0 since there is no map of species from a molecule to the 
species 0. The terminal object, t, is the unit in Species~. So, card(t) is the 
constant function 1, and Card preserves the unit as well. For any molecule 
M and any species A and B, we have natural isomorphisms 
Speciesf(M, A + B) ~- Speciesf(M, A) + Speciesf(M, B) 
and 
Species f( M, A x B) ~ Species f( M, A) x Species f( M, B ). 
Since sum and product are defined pointwise in N M°l, it follows that Card 
preserves um and product. 
If Card is not injective, then, since Card(M)(M')= 0 for molecules M 
and M' of distinct degrees, we can assume that for some n, there are finite 
species A ¢ B each of degree n, with Card(A) = Card(B). Now, let d be the 
number of molecules of degree n. Order the set Moln as M1, ..., Md, SO that 
Card(Me)(Mj)=O if i<j. Let A =5Zai=l xiM~ and B= Z~a=l yiM~, and let 
k ~< d be the highest index for which xk ~ Yk. Then, 
ct d 
Card(A)(Mk)-- ~. x~ Card(M~)(Mk) = ~, y~ Card(M~)(Mk) 
i=k  i=k  
= Card(B)(Mk). 
Since Card(Mk)(Mk) ~ 0 and xi = Yi for i > k ,  we get the contradiction that 
xk=yk .  | 
DEFINITION 3.4. Define the functions rex, d, ~: NM°Z--* N M°l by their 
values on molecules, M, as 
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(1) rex(f )(M) 
= ~[(Card(U) + 1) - f ] (M ' )  
(0 otherwise 
if M= Mx(M')  for some M', 
(2) d(f ) (M)  =f (MxM)=f (X®M)  
(3) ~(f) (M)  = 1~ f (M ' )  ~M'(M), where DM= Z ~M,(M) M'. 
M'  M '  ~ Mo l  
PROPOSITION 3.4. mx is additive, d is a rig homomorphism, while ~ is a 
homomorphism of multiplicative monoids. 
Proof m x is well defined because Mx is injective on objects. For 
molecules not in the image of M x, m x has value 0. On molecules within the 
image of Mx, mx is multiplication by a fixed function. 
d is induced by a map Mol ~ Mol. Since addition and multiplication in 
N M°z are defined pointwise, m~ is additive and d preserves constant func- 
tions and sums and products. 
preserves products and 1 since exponentiation distributes over multi- 
plication in N. | 
Card "preserves" the unary operations Mx, D, and /L The proof that 
Card "preserves" Mx is given in [-8, 6], where we consider the algebras and 
coalgebras associated with the adjunctions M x--~ D-~ 17. In the following 
proposition we prove that Card "preserves" D and/ / .  
PROPOSITION 3.5. d o Card = Card o D and 7r o Card = Card° H. 
Proof For a species A and a molecule M, 
d(Card(A ))(M) = Card(A)(X® M) = ]Speeiesf(X® M, A )]. 
By the adjunction M x ~ D, the last quantity is equal to 
[ Species f(M, D A )[ = Card( D A )( M). 
Let M ~ Moln. Then, 
~(Card(A))(M) = l~ ECard(A)(M')] TM, 
M'  
where DM=ZM,~MoZ,, 1 ~M,M'. This products is equal to 
l~ ]Speciesy(M',A)l ~M'= Species/( ~ ~M,M' ,A)  
M'  \M '~Mol  
= [Speciesr(DM, A)[ 
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because the contravariant representable functor Speciesy(,A) pre- 
serves sums. By the adjunction D---~//, the last quantity is equal to 
Card(fIA)(M). | 
We summarize this in the following diagram: 
Species/ Card ~ NMol  
• Speciesf Card , NMOt 
Thus, if we have a description of all the Card(M)'s, we can translate 
some of the calculations, in Species f ,  which involve Mx, D, and H to 
N M°t, and perform purely numerical calculations instead, using only mx, d, 
and z. The expression for the value, at a molecule of degree n, of each of 
these functions involves values of Card at molecules of degree at most 
n + 1. In .the next section, we provide tables for the values of Card(A)(B) 
for molecules A, B of degree at most 5. We illustrate the use of tables for 
calculating HA, for a species A, in the following simple case. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. LetA=X2andletHA=l+aeX3+a2~X3/2!+aA3X3/A3+ 
a3~X3/3!. Then, for molecules, M, of degree 3, using the additivity of Card 
and the fact that Card "commutes" with H, we get 
Card(HA )(M) = a e Card(X 3)(M) + a2, Card(X3/2!)(M) 
q- aA3 Card(X3/A3)(M) + a3! Card(X3/3!)(M) 
= Card(A)(DM). 
Allowing M to range over the molecules of degree 3, we  get the set of 
equations 
6ae + 3a2~ + 2aA 3 + a3~ = 8 
a2! + a3! = 0 
2aA3 + a3! = 2 
a3! = 0 
which has the solution ae = aA3 = 1 and a2~ = a3~ = 0. 
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4. TABLES 
The following are tables of positive values of Card(A)(B) for molecules 
A, B of degree at most 5. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
{ax +b la#O, a, b,~GF(5)}. 
(1) For a fixed molecule, A, the values of Card(A) are read off down 
the column under A. 
(2) For A and B, if no value has been indicated for Card(A)(B), then 
it is understood that Card(A)(B)= O. 
A, is the alternating roup of degree n. 
D, is the dihedral group of degree n. 
K4 is the group {id, (0, 1)(2, 3), (0, 2)(1, 3), (0, 3)(1, 2)}. 
H is the group {id, (0, 1)(2, 3)}. 
L is the group {id, (123), (132), (12)(45), (13)(45), (23)(45)}. 
T is the normalizer of C5 or equivalently, the affine group 
(id, (12345), (13524), (14253), (15432), (2354), (25)(34), 
T-- ~(2453), (1534), (13)(45), (1435), 43(1452), (15)(24), (1254),~ 
L(1523), (12)(35), (1325), (1243), (14)(23), (1342). J 
X 2 X ~ X a X~ ~-  x31 z~ 
A a 3! 
X 2 1 X 3 6 3 2 1 
i.ad. 2 1 
X a 1 
X 4 x 4 x 4 X 4 X 4 X 4 X 4 ' X 4 X 4 x 4 ] X 4 
X 4 24 12 8 4 12 6 6 6 3 2 1 
zd_ 
~! ] 2 2 2 1 1 
X41  
"~' !  1 1 
~r 4 2 2 6 3 2 I 
X 4 
"~,~--T " 2 1 i 
2Lt. 2 ] 1 C~ 
6 3 2 l 
2~. I i Dd 
A* 
x. 
4, I 
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X s x ~ x~ x ~ x ~ x ° x ~ x ~ x ° [x  ~ x ~ x ~ x ~ x ~ Z2. x ~ x ~ x ~ x ~ 
a~ "F.  "W 2!2-'7., "07, K'7 "b-'7 a ,  ~ ~ T 2~.a~ D,~ ~a! T A,~ 
X s 120 60 40 20 60 30 30 30 15 10 5 24 20 20 12 10 6 2 1 
x~ 6 6 6 3 3 2 4 1 
x5 4 2 4 2 2 2 1 2 1 Aa 
2~. 2 2 1 1 3~ 
X ~ ' 'W' '  4 2 2 6 3 2 1 4 2 4 '2 1 
X ~ 
• ~t~'-7 • 2 1 1 2 1 
2 1 1 2 1 
X s 
K.  6 3 2 1 2 1 
X s 
1 1 1 
x s 
Aa 2 1 2 1 
1 2 1 4? 
X~ 4 2 1 2 1 C~ 
2 I 2 1 
X~ 2 1 1 
2!. A~ 
X5 2 1 2 1 
D~ 
X5 1 1 
X5 1 1 
T 
Xa 2 1 # 1 
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